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JUDGMENT 

1.  In this case, accused Smt. Rashmi Ghosh is put for trial for allegation of 

charge u/s 20(b) (II) (B) of the Narcotic and Psychotropic Substances Act.  

IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE, SONITPUR AT TEZPUR 
 
 

 
SPECIAL( NDPS) CASE NO.         :-     03 OF 2016 

(Under Section 20(b) (II) (B) of the 
Narcotic and Psychotropic Substances 
Act, 1985)     
FIR submitted by A. Natarajan, IPS on 
probation. 

 

Present      :- A.K. Borah, AJS 
Special Judge, Sonitpur 
Tezpur 
 

Prosecutor  :- State of Assam 

         -vs- 
Accused Person 
 

:- 1. 1. Smt. Rahmi Ghosh, 
D/O Late Rup Ram Ghosh, 
Village – Nonke Bakola 
Police Station – Chariduar 
Dist:- Sonitpur, Assam. 
  
 

Date of framing Charge :- 21/07/2016 
 

Date of Recording Evidence :- 04/08/2016 , 18/08/2016, 
28/09/2016, 01/03/2017, 
05/07/2017  

Date of examination of accused u/s 
313 Cr.P.C 

:- 24/07/2017    

Date of Argument :- 26/07/2017 

Date of Judgment :- 05/08/2017. 

Counsel for the State :- Mr. Munin Chandra Baruah 
Public prosecutor 
Sonitpur. 
 

Counsel for Accused :- Mr. S.K. Sharma,  Advocate 
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2.  The prosecution case, according to the FIR, in brief is that on 06-04-

2016 upon receipt of specific reliable information about the possession of 

suspected ganja at Nonke Bakola the informant along with staff searched the 

house of the accused. She was found in possession of about 3 kgs of suspected 

ganja. The ganja was seized as per procedure of law and sent to FSL for expert 

opinion. The accused was arrested and forwarded to judicial custody. The FSL 

report has confirmed that the seized substance is cannabis/ganja, a prohibited 

substance under DNPS Act. Hence, the informant requested to register a case. 

Hence, this case.                

3.  On receipt of the aforementioned FIR, the Officer-In-Charge of 

Chariduar Police Station registered the case being Charduar PS Case No. 70/16 

u/s 20(2) II (A) of the Narcotic and Psychotropic Substances Act.  After 

completion of usual investigation, the O/C Charduar Police Station sent up the 

case for trial u/s 20(b) (II) (B) of the Narcotic and Psychotropic Substances Act, 

against the accused Rahmi Ghosh. 

4. On being produced the accused person before this Court, after hearing 

both parties, framed charge u/s 20(b) (II) (B) of the Narcotic and Psychotropic 

Substances Act against the accused, Rashmi Ghosh. Particulars of the charge 

were read over, explained to the accused person to which she pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried.  

5.   To substantiate the case prosecution examined as many as eight 

numbers of witnesses. After completion of prosecution evidence, the accused is 

examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. All the allegations made against the accused and the 

evidence appears against the accused are put before her for her explanation 

where she denied the allegation and declined to adduce defence evidence.   

6.  I have also heard the argument put forward by the learned counsels of 

both sides.   

7. The point for decision in this case is that – 

(1) “Whether the accused on 06-04-2016 at village 

Non K Bakola under Chariduar Police Station  found 

in possession of 2.75 kg. of suspected ganja (loose 
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plus kept in small packets) where such contravention 

relates to Sub-Section (b) (B) of the provisions of the 

Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 

1985 (NDPS Act), which invokes quantity lesser than 

commercial quantity but greater than small quantity 

and accordingly the said seized suspected ganja 

were sent to FSL where it was reported by FSL that 

the sample of the aforesaid seized ganja gave 

positive test for cannabis (ganja) and thereby you 

committed offence punishable under section 20(b) 

(II) (B) of the NDPS Act ? 

Reasons, Decisions and reason for decision. 

8. To arrive at the judicial decision, let me appreciate the evidence on 

record. 

9. PW 1 - Sri Munin Doimary stated that he knows the accused Rashmi 

Ghosh. The incident occurred about four months ago. Smt. Aparna, an IPS 

along with police personnel recovered some ganja from the possession of the 

accused Rashmi Ghosh. Thereafter, he went there. Police personnel brought 

one balance and weights the said ganja. The aforesaid balance was seized by 

police. Ext. 1 is the seizurelist of balance and weights and Ext. 1(1) is his 

signature. Police seized the aforesaid ganja recovered from the house of 

Rashmi Ghosh vide Ext. 2, seizurelist and Ext. 2(1) is his signature. Material 

Ext. 1 is the said ganja in sealed packet which he has seen today. Ext. 3 is the 

sealed packet and Ext. 3(1) is his signature.    

  In cross-examination he admitted that the accused is working at NGO as 

Nurse. She used to work in outside and on the evening she returned to her 

home. At the time of incident, he was at his home. The distance between his 

house and the house of the accused is 1½ km. IPS Mam Aparna, the 

complainant of this case, has called him over phone to the police Station at 

about 9 p.m. on the day of incident. He along with Jayanta Borah put their 

respective signatures as per direction of the IPS Mam at the police station in 

the seizurelist and other relevant documents. He has only heard that the search 
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was conducted by police in the house of accused Rashmi. On that particular 

day police also searched in the house of Anup Das and some suspected ganja 

was also recovered from the house of Anup Das. The ganja was not shown to 

him at the Police station. As he has not seen recovery of any ganja from the 

house of the accused so he cannot say from whose house it was recovered 

exactly. He has not seen how the aforesaid suspected ganja was measured. He 

has also not seen how and by whom the sample of the suspected ganja was 

measured. Sealing and packaging of the aforesaid packet was not made in his 

presence. He has been asked to put   signature only in blank printed form. The 

remaining part of suspected ganja which was shown to him cannot be 2.75 kg. 

He has not seen any balance and weights in the court today. There are many 

persons resides in and around the house of Rashmi. I have given evidence in 

many such cases.        

10. PW 2 Sri Basistha Bodo, stated that he knows the accused person. On 

the day of incident IPS Mam called him to Chariduar Police station and told him 

that suspected ganja was recovered from the house of Ramrup Ghosh. He told 

IPS Mam that he did not know about the incident. However, he knows that in 

earlier Ram Rup Ghosh, the father of the accused dealt in said ganja.    

11. PW 3 Smt. Tarulata Ghosh, who turned hostile stated before the court 

that on last 6th April, 2016 IPS Mam came to their house and checked their 

house but did not got anything. They recovered something from the Shiv 

Temple situated near their house.   

12. PW 4 Smt. Puspa Devi, who also turned hostile, stated that the incident 

took place on or about one month ago. The police asked about their business, 

then she replied that she cannot say whether accused dealt in ganja or not.   

13.  PW 5 Smt. Anita Ghosh, who also turned hostile, stated that accused 

who is present in the dock is her own sister. The incident took place about 4/5 

months ago. One day IPS mam came to their home in the evening but she did 

not recover anything. Her sister at the relevant time was in their house. IPS 

mam after about 1 ½ months came to interrogate her. She stated that none of 

their family members dealing any business of ganja.  
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14.  PW 6 Sri Jayanta Borah, who is also declared hostile by the 

prosecution. He stated that he knows the accused Laxmi Ghosh. The incident 

occurred about four months ago. While he was at home at about 8.30 p.m. 

after closing his vegetable shop one of his friend Munin Basumatary came to 

him and requested to accompany him to the police station. Accordingly they 

went to Chariduar Police Station. At Charduar Police station a lady police Officer 

asked him to be a witness in a case. He asked the said lady police officer why 

his signature is required. Then she told that they had apprehended two 

persons, that is why his signature is required as a witness. Then he put 

signature. Then the said lady police officer asked him to bring a weighing scale. 

  In cross-examination by defence he admitted that he has put signature 

in Ext. 1 and 2, which was printed form and it was remained blank. Before 

taking his signature the said lady Officer did not explain him why his signature 

is required and also did not disclose the content of the said printed forms. He 

did not know why the police personnel asked him to bring the said balance and 

weights. He did not know why the police personnel take the said balance and 

weights. At the time of putting signature in Ext. 2, the said exhibit paper was 

not used in any packeting or wrapping any materials.  He has not seen the 

sample of ganja of 25 grams today in the court neither the same was prepared 

by police infront of him at police station.     

15.  PW 7 Dr. Dhurbajyoti Hazarika deposed that on 08-04-2016, he was 

working as Dy Director, Drugs and Nercotic Division, Directorate of Forensic 

Science, Kahilipara  and on that day, he received the sealed parcel in 

connection with Chariduar PS GD Entry No. 143 dated 06-04-2016 from my 

Director. The percel consisted of one ehixibit in a sealed cartoon box with 

cloths cover. The facsimile of the seal was found to be – SP SONITPUR 

TEZPUR. 

Descriptions of articles: 

  One sealed enveloped marked as sample – A having a closed 

polythene bag containing about 25 gm dry plant material which was marked by 

me as DN – 101/16. 
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  On careful examination following United Nations drug testing 

Mannual,  

result of examination was found as follows:    

  The exhibit DN – 101/16 – gave positive test for cannabis 

(ganja). 

  Ext. 4 is his report and Ext. 4(1) is his signature.  

  His report was forwarded by then Director Incharge Mr. U. 

Borah. Ext. 5 is the said forwarding letter and Ext. 5(1) is his signature which is 

known to him. 

  In cross-examination he admitted that on the date of 

examination he has prepared the report. Since, he has put his signature in his 

report so it is implied that he has examined the sample. Since he has 

mentioned as cannabis it means that it contains flowering top of the plant 

cannabis sativa lin. He has started examination as soon as he has received the 

sample on 08-04-2016 and he has concluded his examination on 20-06-2016 as 

stated in his report.  

16.  PW 8 Aparna Natarajan stated that on last 06-04-2016 she was posted 

as IPS Probationer at Chariduar Police station as Incharge. On that day, at 

about 5.30, she received a secret information from one over telephone that one 

Rashimi Ghosh, D/O of Late Ramrup Ghosh of NK Bakola and from same village 

Sri Anup Das, S/O Late Atul Chandra Das were selling Ganja and then she 

reported to the higher authority and she along with staff went to the place of 

occurrence after GD Entry being Chariduar PS GD Entry No. 143 dated 06-04-

2016. Exhibit 6 is the certified copy of GD Entry and Ext. 6(1) is his signature. 

At around 6 O’clock in the evening she reached the place of occurrence i.e. NK 

Bakola and searched the house of Rashmi Ghosh and found her in the house. 

They searched the house following search procedure and recovered some 

suspected ganja which contained few plastic bags in small packets and also in 

loose. Thereafter she seized the same as per procedure of NDPS Act in 

presence of witnesses. Ext. 2 is the seizurelist and Ext. 2(3) is his signature. 

Before seizing the said suspected ganja she has collected one balance and 2 

Nos of one kg weights, one number of 500 gms weight, one of 200 gms weight 
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and 100 gms and 50 gms from one Jayanta Borah. After weighing the ganja it 

was found that 2.75 kg suspected ganja and she has also seized the balance 

and weight in presence of Sri Jayanta Bora. Ext. 1 is the said seizurelist and 

Ext. 1(3) is her signature. Thereafter, she has prepared two samples of 25 gms 

each of suspected ganja. One packet of the said ganja which was packed in 

sealed in presence of witnesses has been sent to FSL examination. On receipt 

of the FSL report as positive for cannabis on 12-05-2016 and on the said day 

she hase lodged an ejahar before O/C Charduar Police station. Ext. 7 is the said 

ejahar and Ext. 7(1) is her signature. She has also prepared a sketch map of 

the place of occurrence vide Ext. 9 and Ext. 9(1) is her signature.  After 

receiving the ejahar registered the same vide Charduar PS case No. 70/16 u/s 

20(2)(II) (a) NDPS Act and she took further investigation of the case. Ext. 7(2) 

is her signature. On the basis of information and after giving GD entry and on 

being recovered said suspected ganja from the possession of accused Rahmi 

Ghosh she has arrested the her and forwarded her to Judicial custody. After 

completion of investigation of the case, she has filed chargesheet against the 

accused Rashmi Ghosh u/s 20(b)(ii)(B) of the NDPS Act. Ext. 8 is the 

chargesheet and Ext. 8(1) is her signature.  

  In cross-examination, she admitted that she was serving as Incharge at 

Chariduar Police station from March, 2016. After completion of her training, she 

has been posted out of the Chariduar Police station. She does not know to 

write Assamese but understand. Original GD Entry was made in Assamese 

language. After writing it, it was read over to her and after that she had put 

signature. The aforesaid GD entry written by literate constable posted at 

Chariduar PS as per her direction. She knows the name of the writer of the GD 

Entry but it is not written in the GD entry as it is not in practice to write the 

name of the writer. During search she was accompanied by her driver and 

three other constables i.e. security staff. In printed FIR form, in coloum No. 3 is 

not filled as it is not required. In printed FIR form, in coloum No. 3 (b) the time 

was not mentioned but date was mentioned. She reached the place of 

occurrence probably after about 10 minutes of receipt of information.  In 

sketch map Ext. 9 the house of Rashmi Ghosh shown as place of occurrence. In 

Ext. 9 it is not stated how many rooms consisted of the house of accused 
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Rashmi Ghosh. Ext. 9 does not show that in which particular room the aforesaid 

contraband was recovered. She has not mentioned in Ext. 9 how many persons 

are resides at the time of seizure at the place of occurrence though she has 

mentioned in the case diary. In Ext. 9 bears no any GD entry or no any case 

number as it is a part of case diary. But it was separately exhibited. In Ext. 9 

the date is not mentioned. Ext. 6 is the GD entry upon which they proceeded to 

the place of occurrence. This is the part of the case diary. The place of seizure 

is the house of accused which is situated in the village NK Bakola.  Ext. 2 stated 

place of occurrence is in the house of the accused i.e. the village NK Bakola. In 

Ext. 2 the time of seizure was mentioned as 1900 hours i.e. 7 p.m.  In Ext. 2 

numbers of packets were not mentioned. She has accompanied by her security 

personnel and driver but their names were not shown as witnesses in the 

chargesheet. The investigation of this case was done by her and the written 

ejahar was also filed by her.  

17. These much is the evidence of the prosecution.  

18. The accused pleads total denial while her statement is recorded u/s 313 

Cr.P.C. 

19. To buttress the evidence, the accused adduced no any defence witness.    

20. Learned counsel for the accused submitted that prosecution has failed 

to prove the seizure of the alleged ganja from the possession of the accused 

persons. Firstly, none of the independent witnesses supported about the 

seizure of ganja from the possession of the accused. Secondly, there is no any 

witness who could have stated that he or she was present at the time of 

recovery of ganja from the possession of the accused. Thirdly, though the 

alleged charge was conducted in the house of the accused but the searching 

authority did not comply the provisions enumerated under section 50 of NDPS 

Act  which is a vital procedure in the case of NDPS Act. Fourthly, though PW 8 

informant alleged to be seized of 2.75 kg suspected ganja from the possession 

of the accused but none of the seizure witnesses supported this. Besides, PW 8, 

admitted that she did not know how to write Assamese but understand. 

Original GD Entry was made in Assamese language. After writing it, it was read 
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over to her and after that she had put signature. The aforesaid GD entry 

written by literate constable posted at Chariduar PS as per her direction. She 

knows the name of the writer of the GD Entry. During search she was 

accompanied by her driver and three other constables but the drive and all 

other constables were not examined by the prosecution. Lastly, there is no 

evidence that any other independent person or the village headman of the 

locality were accompanied in the search team.     

21. On the other hand, learned Public Prosecutor, Sonitpur, has contended 

that the contraband articles were seized from the possession of the accused 

person, as such, the accused is liable to be punished.   

22. Keeping in mind the rival submissions advanced by learned counsel for 

both the parties, I am going to dispose of the case as follows. 

23. Before parting with the instant case, I think it would be discussed what 

section 50 of NDPS Act stated. Section 50 of the NDPS Act read as follows:     

 (1) When any officer duly authorised under section 

42 is about to search any person under the provisions of 

section 41, section 42 or section 43, he shall if such 

person so requires, take such person without 

unnecessary delay to the nearest Gazetted Officer of any 

of the departments mentioned in section 42 or to the 

nearest Magistrate.  

 (2) If such requisition is made, the Officer may 

detain the person until he can being him before the 

Gazetted Officer or the Magistrate referred to in sub-

section (1). 

 (3) The Gazetted Officer or the Magistrate before 

whom any such person is brought shall, if he sees no 

reasonable ground for search, forthwith discharge the 

person but otherwise shall direct that search me made. 

 (4) No female shall be searched by any one 

excepting a female.  
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24.       On perusal of section 50, it reveals that it is the duty of the empowered 

officer to inform the suspect of his right to be searched in the presence of 

Gazetted Officer or the Magistrate if he so desires.  

25. In the case of Vijaysinh Chandubha Jadeja V. State of Gujrat 

(2007) 1 SCC 433, a three Judge Bench of Hon’ble Supreme Court had taken 

the view that the accused must be informed of his right to be searched in 

presence of a Magistrate of a Gazetted Officer, but in the light of some of the 

Judgements, a reference to a large Bench was made. Accordingly, a 

Constitution Bench was constituted and in Vijaysinh Chandubha Jadeja V. 

State of Gujrat (2007) 1 SCC 609, the Hon’ble Supreme Court referring to 

the language of section 50 of the Act and after discussing other judgments of 

the Court took the view that there was right given to the person to be 

searched, which he may exercise at his option. The Bench further held that 

substantial compliance is not applicable to section 50 of the Act as its 

requirements were imperative.  

26.  In fact, the Constitution Bench in Vijaysinh Chandubha Jadeja’s 

cases, has even taken a view that after the amendment to section 50 of 

the Act and the insertion of sub-section (5), the mandate of section 

50(2) of the Act has not been nullified, the obligation upon the searching 

officer to inform the person searched of his rights still remains. In other 

words, offering the option to take the person to be searched before a 

Gazetted Officer or a Magistrate as contemplated under the provisions of 

this Act, should be unambiguous and definite and should inform the 

suspect of his statutory safeguards. 

  

27.  It is settled cannon of criminal jurisprudence that when a safeguard or a 

right is provided, favouring the accused, compliance therewith should be strictly 

construed. As already held by the Constitution Bench in Vijaysinh Chandubha 

Jadeja, the theory of “substantial compliance” would not be applicable to such 

situation, particularly where the punishment provided is very harsh and is likely 

to cause serious prejudice against the suspect. 
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28.    In the case of Ram Avtar @ Rama, it was held that the safeguard 

cannot be treated as a formality, but it must be construed in its proper 

perspective, compliance therewith must be ensured. The law has provided a 

right to the accused and makes it obligatory upon the Officer concerned to 

make the suspect aware of such rights.  

29.  In the instant case, according to the FIR, around 3 kgs of suspected 

ganja was recovered from the possession of accused but it is no clear that from 

whom or it was recovered from the possession of the accused Rashmi Ghosh.  

 Here in the present case the prosecution examined as many as 8 

numbers of witnesses. Among them PW 3 Smt. Tarulata Ghosh - mother of the 

accused, PW 4  Smt. Puspa Devi – neighbour of the accused and PW 5 – Anita 

Ghosh – sister of the accused and PW 6 Sri Jayanta Baruah were turned hostile. 

The hostile portions of the statements are not confirmed through the I.O. As it 

has already stated that charge against the accused is that 2.75 kg of suspected 

ganja were recovered from the possession of the accused and on being sent 

sample to the FSL, the said seized ganja gave a positive tests for cannabis. The 

aforesaid ganja was seized through the seizurelist, Ext. 2. In Ext. 2 siezurelist, 

apart from the I.O. there were other seizure witnesses namely, Jayanta Borah 

and Munin Doimary. PW 6 is Jayanta Borah who is a seizure witness. In court 

he turned hostile. In his stated he stated that the incident occurred about four 

months ago. While he was at home at about 8.30 p.m. after closing his 

vegetable shop one of his friend Munin Basumatary came to him and requested 

to accompany him to the police station. Accordingly they went to Chariduar 

Police Station. At Charduar Police station a lady police Officer asked him to be a 

witness in a case. He asked the said lady police officer why his signature is 

required. Then she told that they had apprehended two persons, that is why 

his signature is required as a witness. Then he put his signature. Then the said 

lady police officer asked him to bring a weighing scale.    

 In cross-examination by the defence, he admitted that he put signature 

in Ext. 1 and 2, which was printed form and it was remained blank. Before 

taking his signature the said lady Officer did not explain him why his signature 

is required and also did not disclose the content of the said printed forms. He 
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did not know why the police personnel asked him to bring the said balance and 

weights. He did not know why the police personnel take the said balance and 

weights. Therefore, the seizure witness no way supported as to the seizure.  

 In seizurelist there is another seizure witness i.e. PW 1 Munin Doimary. 

He deposed that the incident occurred about four months ago. Smt. Aparna, an 

IPS along with police personnel recovered some ganja from the possession of 

the accused Rashmi Ghosh. Thereafter, he went there. Police personnel 

brought one balance and weights the said ganja. The aforesaid balance was 

seized by police. Ext. 1 is the seizurelist of balance and weights and Ext. 1(1) is 

his signature. Police seized the aforesaid ganja recovered from the house of 

Rashmi Ghosh vide Ext. 2, seizurelist and Ext. 2(1) is his signature. Material 

Ext. 1 is the said ganja in sealed packet which he has seen today. Ext. 3 is the 

sealed packet and Ext. 3(1) is his signature. In cross-examination he admitted 

that on the day of incident, IPS Mam Aparna, the complainant of this case, has 

called him over phone to the police Station at about 9 p.m.  He along with 

Jayanta Borah put their respective signatures as per direction of the IPS Mam 

at the police station in the seizurelist and other relevant documents. He has 

only heard that the search was conducted by police in the house of accused 

Rashmi. On that particular day police also searched in the house of Anup Das 

and some suspected ganja was also recovered from the house of Anup Das. 

The ganja was not shown to him at the Police station. As he has not seen 

recovery of any ganja from the house of the accused so he cannot say from 

whose house it was recovered exactly. He has not seen how the aforesaid 

suspected ganja was measured. He has been asked to put signature only in 

blank printed form. Therefore, PW 1 who is another independent seizure 

witness also no way supported the seizurelist i.e. Ext. 1 and 2. The another one 

seizure witness by whom it was seized, A. Natarajan who is the complainant 

and Investigating officer of this case. 

 Now, let us see how the said complainant and Investigating Officer 

Aparna Natarajan substantiated the prosecution case. According to her on 06-

04-2016 she was posted as IPS Probationer at Chariduar Police Station. She 

stated that on that day, at about 5.30, she received a secret information from 
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one over telephone that one Rashimi Ghosh, D/O of Late Ramrup Ghosh of NK 

Bakola and from same village Sri Anup Das, S/O Late Atul Chandra Das were 

selling Ganja and then she reported to the higher authority and she along with 

staff went to the place of occurrence after GD Entry being Chariduar PS GD 

Entry No. 143 dated 06-04-2016.   At around 6 O’clock in the evening she 

reached the place of occurrence i.e. NK Bakola and searched the house of 

Rashmi Ghosh and found her in the house. They searched the house following 

search procedure and recovered some suspected ganja which contained few 

plastic bags in small packets and also in loose. Thereafter she seized the same 

as per procedure of NDPS Act in presence of witnesses. Ext. 2 is the seizurelist 

and Ext. 2(3) is his signature. Before seizing the said suspected ganja she has 

collected one balance and 2 Nos of one kg weights, one number of 500 gms 

weight, one of 200 gms weight and 100 gms and 50 gms from one Jayanta 

Borah. After weighing the ganja it was found that 2.75 kg suspected ganja and 

she has also seized the balance and weight in presence of Sri Jayanta Bora. 

Ext. 1(3) and 2(3) are her signatures. Thereafter she has prepared two samples 

of 25 gms each of suspected ganja.  One packet of the said ganja which was 

packed in sealed in presence of witnesses has been sent to FSL examination.  

  In cross-examination, she admitted that she has been at Chariduar 

Police station as Incharge. . She does not know to write Assamese but 

understand. Original GD Entry was made in Assamese language. After writing 

it, it was read over to her and after that she had put signature. The aforesaid 

GD entry written by literate constable posted at Chariduar PS as per her 

direction. She knows the name of the writer of the GD Entry but it is not 

written in the GD entry as it is not in practice to write the name of the writer. 

During search she was accompanied by her driver and three other constables 

i.e. security staff. In printed FIR form, in coloum No. 3 is not filled as it is not 

required. In printed FIR form, in coloum No. 3 (b) the time was not mentioned 

but date was mentioned. She further admitted that in Ext. 2 place of 

occurrence is in the house of the accused i.e. the village NK Bakola. Ext. 2 does 

not reveal that the said seized contrabands were seized from the house of the 

accused. Therefore, the informant as a seizure witness cannot be stated in 

whose house exactly, the said contraband was recovered. No doubt, it was 
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recovered from the village Nonke Bakola. Under such circumstances, Ext. 1 and 

2 the seizurelists are not proved.     

30.     Learned counsel for the accused submitted that at the time of search 

and seizure, police did not comply the mandatory provision u/s 50 of the Act. It 

is admitted that while discharging the onus of section 50 of the Act, the 

prosecution has to establish that the information regarding the exercise of such 

a right had been given to the suspect. If such information is not given, then it 

cannot be construed to satisfy the requirement of section 50 of the Act. Non-

compliance of the provisions of section 50 of the Act would cause prejudice to 

the accused, and therefore, amount to denial of fair trial.  

31.     In the case of Prabha Sankar Dubey vs. State of M.P. [(2004) 2 SCC 56], 

the Hon’ble Supreme Court while referring to Baldev Singh’s case, took the view 

that section 50 of the Act in reality provides additional safeguards which are not 

elsewhere provided by  the statue. As the stress is on the adoption of the 

reasonable, fair and just procedure no specific words are necessary to be used 

to convey the existence of this right.     

32.  In the case of K. Mohanan v. state of Kerela, (2000 SCC (Cri) 1228), 

the Hon’ble Supreme Court observed that merely asking the accused whether 

he wishes to be searched before a Gazzetted Officer or Magistrate without 

informing him that he enjoy a right under law in this behalf would not satisfy 

the requirements of section 50 of the Act.  

33.  In case of Ashok Kr. Sharma vs. State of Rajasthan (Criminal Appeal 

No. 817 of 2008), it was held that it is mandatory on the part of the authorized 

Officer to make the accused aware of the existence of his right to be searched 

before a Gazetted Officer or a Magistrate, if so required by him and this 

mandatory provision requires strict compliance. The suspect may or may not 

choose to exercise the right provided to him under the said provision, but so far 

as the officer concerned, an obligation is case on him under section 50 of the 

NDPS Act to apprise the person of his right to be searched before a Gazetted 

Officer or a Magistrate.   
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34. In case in hand while going through the evidence of prosecution case so 

examined, not a single word is uttered by any of the witnesses with regard to 

this mandatory provisions of section 50 of the Act being complied with. None of 

the witnesses had stated that before searching the house of the accused, they 

had not been given information that they have right to be searched before the 

Gazetted Officer or a Magistrate.  The statement of the I.O. is also silent that 

before conducting search operation they had stated to the said accused that 

has to be searched before the Gazetted Officer or a Magistrate.   

35.    In the present case, we are concerned with the provisions of Section 50 

of the Act and in terms of the provisions, at the relevant time the accused had 

a right to be informed of the choice available to them, making them award of 

the existence of such a right was an obligation on the part of the searching 

Officer. This duty cast upon the Officer is imperative and failure to provide such 

an option, in accordance with the provisions of the Act, would render the 

recovery of the contraband or illicit substance illegal. Satisfaction of the 

requirements in terms of Section 50 of the Act is sine qua non prior to 

prosecution for the possession of an unlawful narcotic substance.  

36. But in the present case, testimony of any witnesses including the 

statement of PW 8 i.e. the complainant cum Investigating officer are silent on 

this point and no where stated that while appearing their witnesses that they 

informed the accused right of entitled to be searched to be carried out in 

presence of Gazetted Officer or a Magistrate and the accused had not chosen to 

such demand. Under such circumstances, it appears that in the present case 

the mandatory provisions has not been complied which has given a fatal blow 

to the prosecution case.  

37.        Another point is to be discussed in the present case is that it is the PW 

8 upon whose FIR, the case was instituted and it is the PW 8 in whose 

presence the alleged 2.75 kg of suspected ganja was alleged to be recovered 

from the possession of the accused. It is the PW 8 under whose investigation 

the chargesheet was filed by herself u/s 20(b) (II) (B) of the NDPS Act. 
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38.   It has been held by Hon’ble Aoex Court in Megha Singh Vs. State 

of Haryana,  9th Feb, 1995 that “after considering the facts and 

circumstances of the case, it appears to us that there is discrepancy in the 

depositions of the PWs 2 and 3 and in the absence of any independent 

corroboration such discrepancy does not inspire confidence about the reliability 

of the prosecution case. We have also noted another disturbing feature in this 

case. PW 3, Siri Chand, head Constable arrested the accused and on search 

being conducted by him a pistol and the cartridges were recovered from the 

accused. It was on his complaint a formal first information report was lodged 

and the case was initiated. He being complainant should not have proceeded 

with the investigation of the case. But it appears to us that he was not only the 

complainant in the case but he carried on with the investigation and examined 

witnesses under section 161 Cr.P.C. Such practice, to say the least, should not 

be resorted to so that there may not be any occasion to suspect fair and 

impartial investigation. “   

39. Coming to the present case as stated above, it is the PW 8 upon whose 

complaint the case was instituted. It is the PW 8 who investigated the case. 

During investigation, she made search in the house of the accused and seized 

the alleged 1.75 kg of suspected ganja from the possessions of the accused. It 

is on her action and presence of sample of the said alleged seized ganja was 

taken and sent to FSL. On positive report of FSL the said PW 8 filed the 

chargesheet against the accused. Therefore, there may not be any occasion to 

suspect a fair and impartial investigation.  

40.  In view of the aforesaid discussions, I am of the opinion that firstly 

prosecution has failed to prove the seizure of the alleged 2.75 kg of suspected 

ganja from the possession of the accused, secondly, non-compliance of the 

mandatory provision of Section 50 of NDPS Act vitiated the entire proceedings 

initiated against the accused. Under such circumstances, prosecution has failed 

to prove the case beyond any reasonable doubt. As such, the accused Rashmi 

Ghosh is acquitted and set her at liberty forthwith.   
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41.  The liability of the bailor is hereby discharged.  

42. The seized contraband is to be destroyed immediately.   

43. Send back the GR Case record being No. 1498/16 to the learned 

committal court along with a copy of this order. 

  Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 5th  day of 

August, 2017. 

 

                                                                     (A.K. Borah) 
                                       Special Judge, 
                                      Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

Dictated and corrected by me.  

 

      

                      (A.K. Borah) 
             Special Judge, 
                    Sonitpur, Tezpur.                          

             

 

Typed and transcribed by me.     

           (R. Hazarika)Steno. 
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Prosecution Witness 
 

1.  Prosecution Witness No.1 :-   Sri Munin Doimary 
2.  Prosecution Witness No.2 :- Sri Baisistha Bodo  
3.  Prosecution Witness No.3 :- Sri Tarulata Ghosh 
4.  Prosecution Witness No.4 :- Sri Pushpa Devi, 
5.  Prosecution Witness No.5 :- Smt. Anita Ghosh 
6.  Prosecution Witness No.6 :- Dr. Dhurba jyoti Hazarika, 
7.  Prosecution Witness No.7 :- Aparna Natarajan, I.O. 

 
 

EXHIBITS 
1.  Exhibit No.1 & 2  :- seizurlists 

2.  Exhibit No.3    :- Sealed packet. 

3.  Exhibit No. 4 :-  FSL report. 

4.  Exhibit No. 5 :- Forwarding letter. 

5.  Exhibit No. 6 :- Certified copy of GDEntry  

6.  Exhibit No. 7  :- Ejahar 

7.  Exhibit No. 8 :- Charge sheet 

8.  Exhibit No. 9 :- Sketch map.  
 

    Material Exhibit.  

 

9.  Material Exhibit No.1 :- Sealed packet ganja.    

 

 

     (A.K. Borah) 
    Special Judge, 
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